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Abstract
A team of anonymous mobile agents represented by points freely moving in the plane have
to gather at a single point and stop. Agents start at different points of the plane and at possibly
different times chosen by the adversary. They are equipped with compasses, a common unit
of distance and clocks. They execute the same deterministic algorithm. When moving, agents
travel at the same speed normalized to 1. When agents are at distance at most , for some
positive constant  unknown to them, they see each other and can exchange all information
known to date.
Due to the anonymity of the agents and the symmetry of the plane, gathering is impossible,
e.g., if agents start simultaneously at distances larger than . However, if some agents start
with a delay with respect to others, gathering may become possible. In which situations such
latecomers can enable gathering? To answer this question we consider initial configurations
formalized as sets of pairs {(p1, t1), (p2, t2), . . . , (pn, tn)}, for n ≥ 2 where pi is the starting
point of the i-th agent and ti is its starting time. An initial configuration is gatherable if agents
starting at it can be gathered by some algorithm, even dedicated to this particular configuration.
Our first result is a characterization of all gatherable initial configurations. It is then natural to
ask if there is a universal deterministic algorithm that can gather all gatherable configurations
of a given size. It turns out that the answer to this question is negative. Indeed, we show
that all gatherable configurations can be partitioned into two sets: bad configurations and good
configurations. We show that bad gatherable configurations (even of size 2) cannot be gathered
by a common gathering algorithm. On the other hand, we prove that there is a universal
algorithm that gathers all good configurations of a given size.
Then we ask the question of whether the exact knowledge of the number of agents is necessary
to gather all good configurations. It turns out that the answer is no, and we prove a necessary
and sufficient condition on the knowledge concerning the number of agents that an algorithm
gathering all good configurations must have.
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1 Introduction
A team of anonymous mobile agents represented by points freely moving in the plane have to
gather at a single point and stop, using the same deterministic algorithm. Agents start at different
points of the plane and at possibly different times chosen by the adversary. They are equipped with
compasses, a common unit of distance and clocks. When moving, agents travel at the same speed
normalized to 1. When agents are at distance at most , for some positive constant  unknown to
them, they see each other and can exchange all information known to date.
In applications, agents may be mobile robots moving in a terrain and taking samples of the
ground in situations when it is impossible for humans to execute this task, due, e.g., to safety
hazards. The task of gathering is a widely studied symmetry breaking task. Its importance is
due both to practical and to theoretical reasons. On the practical side, mobile robots may have
to gather to exchange collected samples or measurements and to coordinate further actions. On
the theoretical side, gathering is important because (as justified below) it is equivalent to the
fundamental symmetry breaking task of leader election among the agents. When is it feasible in
a completely anonymous scenario of identical agents roaming in the empty plane? Can symmetry
between the agents be broken by the delays between their starting times?
The model and the problem. Agents are modeled as anonymous points moving in the plane.
Each agent appears at a different point of the plane at some time chosen by the adversary, and
starts executing the same deterministic algorithm. Each agent has an accurate compass, a common
unit of distance and a clock. Agents do not know a priori the positions of other agents nor their
appearance times. The origin of the coordinate system of each agent is at its starting point and its
clock starts at the appearance time. Agents can execute instructions of two types: “go in direction
dir at distance x” and “stay put for time t”. When an agent moves, it travels at speed 1. The
execution of any of the above instructions is interrupted when an agent gets at distance at most 
from another agent, where  > 0 is a constant a priori unknown to the agents. In this case, called
an approach, an agent can see all agents at distance at most  from it (i.e., it sees their coordinates
in its own coordinate system) and can instantaneously exchange with them all information known
to date. Notice that an approach can “suddenly” happen for two agents at distance strictly smaller
than , if one or both of them appear in the plane at some time, close to each other. Agents
have unbounded memory and from the computational point of view they are modeled as Turing
machines. After an approach, an agent may execute a new instruction, possibly based on the
information learned during the approach. The goal of gathering is for all agents to get to the same
point of the plane and stop forever.
The theoretical importance of the gathering problem is due to the fact that it is equivalent to
the most fundamental symmetry breaking problem among anonymous agents in the plane, namely
to leader election (cf. [33]). Leader election calls for one agent to become a leader and all other
agents to become non-leaders. To see the equivalence between these two problems, first suppose
that leader election among agents is accomplished. Then the following simple algorithm achieves
gathering. The leader stops forever, and all other agents explore the plane in phases indexed by
natural numbers. In phase i, the agents explores the plane at distance i from its original position
using a rectangular spiral with jump 1/i; if it sees the leader in some phase, it joins it and stops,
otherwise it goes back to its original position and starts the next phase. In some phase, each agent
sees and joins the leader, which implies gathering. Conversely, if gathering is accomplished, then
all agents exchange information concerning their starting points relative to the coordinate system
whose origin is at the gathering point, and they choose as leader the agent whose starting point is
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the largest in some linear ordering (e.g., lexicographic order of coordinates).
An initial configuration of agents is formalized as a set of pairs {(p1, t1), (p2, t2), . . . , (pn, tn)},
for n ≥ 2, where pi is the starting point of the i-th agent in some global coordinate system and
ti ≥ 0 is its starting time, according to some global clock. Recall that the agents do not have access
to any global coordinate system or any global clock. An initial configuration is gatherable if agents
starting at it can be gathered by some deterministic algorithm, even dedicated to this particular
configuration. The main problems considered in this paper are the following.
Which initial configurations are gatherable?
Does there exist a universal deterministic algorithm gathering all of them?
Our contribution. Our first result is a characterization of all gatherable initial configurations:
these are configurations for which |ti − tj | ≥ dist(pi, pj) − , for at least one pair of agents i
and j, where dist is the Euclidean distance in the plane. It is then natural to ask if there is
a universal deterministic algorithm that can gather all gatherable configurations of a given size.
It turns out that the answer to this question is negative. Indeed, we show that all gatherable
configurations can be partitioned into two sets: bad configurations and good configurations. Bad
gatherable configurations are those for which |ti − tj | ≤ dist(pi, pj) −  for all pairs i, j, and good
configurations are all other gatherable configurations. We show that bad gatherable configurations
(even of size 2) cannot be gathered by a common gathering algorithm. On the other hand, we
design a universal algorithm that gathers all good configurations of a given size.
Then we ask the question of whether the exact knowledge of the number of agents is necessary
to gather all good configurations. It turns out that the answer is no, and we prove a necessary and
sufficient condition on the knowledge concerning the number of agents that an algorithm gathering
all good configurations must have. We also show that the assumption that agents see other agents
when they are at some close but positive distance, is necessary for gathering.
In view of the equivalence between gathering and leader election, our results completely solve
the general symmetry breaking problem between anonymous mobile agents in the plane.
Related work. The problem of gathering mobile agents, also called rendezvous, was widely
studied in the literature. Models under which it was investigated can be classified along two
main dichotomies. The first dichotomy concerns the way in which agents move: it can be either
deterministic or randomized. The second dichotomy concerns the environment in which agents
navigate: it can be a network modeled as a graph or a terrain modeled as the plane, possibly with
obstacles.
An excellent survey of randomized gathering in various models can be found in [4], cf. also
[2, 3, 6]. Deterministic gathering in networks was surveyed in [34]. Gathering many labeled agents
in the presence of Byzantine agents was studied in [11,24]. The gathering problem was also studied
in the context of oblivious robot systems in the plane, cf. [15, 25], and fault tolerant gathering of
robots in the plane was studied, e.g., in [1, 16].
Deterministic gathering in graphs with agents equipped with tokens used to mark nodes was
considered, e.g., in [31]. Deterministic gathering of two agents with unique labels was discussed
in [21, 29, 36]. These papers considered the time of gathering in arbitrary graphs. In [17, 26] the
optimization criterion for gathering was the memory size of the agents: it was studied in [26] for
trees and in [17] for general graphs. Memory needed for randomized gathering in the ring was
discussed, e.g., in [30].
Apart from the synchronous model used in this paper, several authors considered asynchronous
gathering in the plane [12,14,25] and in networks [9,18,20,23,27]. In [14,25] agents were anonymous,
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but were assumed to have total or restricted capability of seeing other agents. However, in the latter
scenario only connected initial configurations were discussed. In [12], a related task of approach of
two agents at distance 1 was investigated and agents were assumed to have distinct integer labels,
which enabled them to break symmetry.
Computational tasks in anonymous networks were studied in the literature, starting with the
seminal paper [8], followed, e.g., by [7, 10, 32]. While the considered tasks, such as leader election
in message passing networks or computing Boolean functions, differ from gathering studied in the
present paper, the main concern is usually symmetry breaking, similarly as in our case.
Deterministic rendezvous of anonymous agents in arbitrary anonymous graphs was previously
studied in [17, 22, 27, 35]. Papers [17, 22] were concerned with the synchronous scenario. The
main result of [17] was a rendezvous algorithm working for all nonsymmetric initial positions using
memory logarithmic in the size of the graph. [22] was concerned with gathering multiple anonymous
agents and characterized initial positions that allow gathering with all starting times. The authors
of [27] characterized initial positions that allow asynchronous rendezvous. In a recent paper [35],
we considered the problem of synchronous gathering of two anonymous agents in a graph. Similarly
as in the present paper, we used time to break symmetry between the agents, but the situation was
very different from our present setting. While in [35] we showed a universal algorithm that gathers
all initial configurations that can be gathered by a dedicated algorithm, in the present paper we
show that such an algorithm for gathering in the plane cannot exist.
2 Preliminaries
In the description of our algorithms we will use the notion of generalized approach (abbreviated
as GA) of agents a1, . . . , ak. This is an event happening at some time t such that immediately
before this time (i.e., in the time interval [t′, t) for some t′ < t), for each pair of agents ai 6= aj ,
for i, j = 1, . . . , k, these agents are either at distance larger that  from each other, or at least one
of them has not yet appeared at its initial position, and at time t, the agents a1, . . . , ak form a
connected graph, where two agents are adjacent if they are at distance at most . The simplest
example of a GA is the approach of two agents that get at distance . Another case of a GA is
when there are two agents, one of which appears in the plane at time t at distance smaller than
 from the other agent. However, more complicated cases of GA are also possible. Consider two
agents a1 and a2 inert in points p1 and p2 at distance 2, and an agent a3 travelling on the line
perpendicular to the segment p1p2 crossing it in the middle c of this segment. When the agent a3
gets to the point c, a GA between a1, a2 and a3 occurs. Notice that adjacent agents in the graph
resulting from a GA can see each other and can exchange information. Hence full information
exchange (gossiping) can be performed in this graph and all agents participating in the GA get
to know the current positions and the trajectories of all other agents in the GA. According to our
model, this information exchange is performed instantaneously.
Recall that each agent x has its original system Σ(x) of coordinates, centered at its initial
position. When an agent a tells agent b about the initial position p of agent c that it learned
previously, it gives to agent b the coordinates of p in the system of coordinates centered at the
current position of a. The agent b, knowing the current position of a in the system Σ(b) (this is
what it means that agent b “sees” a) translates these coordinates to Σ(b). In this way, every agent
b can give a permanent label to each agent c that it learned about, this label being the coordinates
of c in Σ(b). All these labels are different.
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For any points p, q in the plane we denote by dist(p, q) the Euclidean distance between them.
Consider two points p1 and p2, such that p1 has coordinates (x1, y1) and p2 has coordinates (x2, y2)
in some common system of coordinates. We will say that point p1 is larger than p2 (noted p1 > p2)
if either x1 > x2 or (x1 = x2 and y1 > y2). We will say that an agent with starting position p1 is
larger than an agent with starting position p2 if p1 > p2. Similarly, we define an order between two
vectors v and w as the lexicographic order on their coordinates. Notice that the notion of a point
or a vector being larger than another does not depend on the common system of coordinates used
to define this relation, and hence all agents agree on this notion.
3 Characterization of gatherable configurations
In this section we characterize all gatherable initial configurations. The characterization is given
by the following theorem.
Theorem 3.1 An initial configuration {(p1, t1), (p2, t2), . . . , (pn, tn)} is gatherable if and only if
|ti − tj | ≥ dist(pi, pj)− , for some pair i 6= j of agents.
The following lemma proves the “only if” implication of the equivalence from Theorem 3.1.
Lemma 3.1 An initial configuration {(p1, t1), (p2, t2), . . . , (pn, tn)} is not gatherable if |ti − tj | <
dist(pi, pj)− , for all pairs i 6= j of agents.
Proof: We prove the lemma by contradiction. Consider an initial configuration {(p1, t1),. . . ,(pn, tn)}
such that ∀ i 6= j, |ti − tj | < dist(pi, pj)− . Suppose that, using some algorithm A, gathering can
be accomplished for this configuration. In order to get a contradiction, it is enough to show that no
two agents i 6= j can approach using algorithm A. Suppose that some agents can approach and let
t be the earliest time of any approach. Let i and j be the agents that approach at time t. Without
loss of generality, let j be the later of them. Let δ = tj − ti.
Since agent i starts δ time ahead of agent j and the agents are executing the same deterministic
gathering algorithm A, the route traversed by agent j until approach is a shift of the route of agent
i until time t− δ. So, the distance between the position of agent i at time t− δ and the position of
agent j at time t is dist(pi, pj). Call this distance d. To achieve approach, the agent i should cover
distance at least d−  during the last time segment of length δ before approach. However, by our
assumption we have δ < d− , which gives a contradiction. 
In order to prove the “if” implication of the equivalence from Theorem 3.1, we design a gath-
ering algorithm dedicated to a particular configuration satisfying the condition from the theorem.
Consider an initial configuration {(p1, t1), (p2, t2), . . . , (pn, tn)} such that |ti − tj | ≥ dist(pi, pj)− ,
for some pair i 6= j of agents. This configuration remains fixed in the rest of this section and is
given as input to the algorithm.
Algorithm DEDICATED
The high-level idea of the algorithm is the following. In the first part, all agents make two moves
that guarantee at least one GA. In the second part, the agents behave as follows. If an agent did
not participate in a GA during the first part, it freezes and waits until it learns the initial positions
of all other agents. If an agent participated in a GA during the first part, an election mechanism is
launched. As a result of it, the agent either behaves as above, i.e., as if it did not participate in a
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GA, or becomes active and starts visiting all possible initial positions of other agents in a round
robin fashion (recall that the agents know the initial configuration but they do not know their own
position in it), at each GA exchanging all known information about the initial positions of other
agents. Once an agent learns the initial positions of all other agents, it goes to the initial position
of the largest agent and stops.
We now give a detailed description of the algorithm. At each time each agent is in one of the
three states beginner, active or passive. Below we describe the actions of an agent A in each of
these states. Let V be the sequence of all vectors (−−→pipj : i, j ≤ n, i 6= j) listed in increasing order.
State beginner
Agent A starts in this state. Let v be the largest vector −−→pipj in V , such that |ti − tj | ≥
dist(pi, pj)− . Agent A moves along the vector v and backtracks to its initial position. If during
these moves it did not participate in a GA, it transits to state passive. If during these moves it
participated in a GA, agent A transits to state active if it is the largest of all agents participating
in its first GA, otherwise it transits to state passive.
State passive
Agent A waits at its initial position and during each GA it exchanges all available information
about the initial positions of agents, until it learns the initial positions of all other agents. Then it
goes to the initial position of the largest agent and stops.
State active
For consecutive vectors w from the sequence V , agent A goes along vector w and backtracks to
its initial position. After finishing the sequence V it starts over again. During each GA it exchanges
all available information about the initial positions of agents, and it travels along vectors from V
until it learns the initial positions of all other agents. Then it makes one more round going along all
vectors of V and informing all encountered passive agents about the initial positions of all other
agents. Finally, it goes to the initial position of the largest agent and stops.
The proof of the correctness of Algorithm DEDICATED is split into three lemmas.
Lemma 3.2 By the time when all agents make the first two moves along the vector v and back, a
GA must occur.
Proof: Consider two agents, i and j, such that v = −−→pipj . In state beginner all agents move along
the vector v and back. If dist(pi, pj) ≤ , then these two agents will wait at their initial positions
after these moves, if they did not approach before, and the approach happens at the latest when they
are back at their initial positions. Hence we may assume that dist(pi, pj) > . Hence |ti − tj | > 0.
Consider two cases. If ti < tj , then by the time when agent i travelling along the vector
−−→pipj gets
at distance  from pj , agent j is still at its initial position pj , because tj − ti ≥ dist(pi, pj)− , and
an approach between them happens. If ti > tj , let δ = ti − tj . In this case, agent j starts earlier.
At time dist(pi, pj) + δ from its start, agent j went from pj along the vector
−−→pipj and either made
the move back to pj (if δ ≥ dist(pi, pj) ), or made a partial move towards pj getting at distance
dist(pi, pj)− δ (if δ < dist(pi, pj) ). At time dist(pi, pj) + δ from the start of agent j, agent i made
its move along the vector −−→pipj , getting to pj . In both cases, agents i and j are at distance at most
 at this time because ti − tj ≥ dist(pi, pj)− . Hence an approach between them happens. 
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Lemma 3.3 At some time of the execution of Algorithm DEDICATED every agent knows the
initial positions of all agents.
Proof: By Lemma 3.2, a GA occurs at some time of the execution of Algorithm DEDICATED.
One of the participants of a GA transits to state active and all others transit to state passive.
After the first two moves along the vector v and back, every agent in state beginner transits either
to state passive or to state active. Hence, at some time t of the execution, there are no agents
in state beginner and there is at least one agent in state active and at least one agent in state
passive. After time t, any active agent visits periodically every passive agent until the latter
learns the initial positions of all agents. Suppose that no passive agent has learned initial positions
of all agents yet. Pick any passive agent P . All active agents visit P because P does not move
before learning all initial positions. Hence P will learn the initial positions of all active agents
(either directly from the agent, or indirectly because another passive agent P ′ was visited by an
agent A′, learned its initial position and then an active agent A visited P ′ subsequently, learned
the initial position of A′ from it and informed P about it at the next visit). Also, an active agent
must visit any other passive agent P ′, for the same reason. Hence, at the next visit at P an
active agent will inform P of the initial position of P ′. The last round of visits of an active agent
guarantees that an active agent will still visit all passive agents after learning the initial positions
of all of them, hence any passive agent will learn the initial position of any other passive agent.
It follows that P will eventually learn the initial positions of all other agents and will go to the
initial position q of the largest agent. Some active agent A may not find P at its initial position
because P already started its travel to q. However, agent A will eventually visit q after P got there,
and then it will learn the initial positions of all other agents, if it did not know them before. 
Lemma 3.4 Algorithm DEDICATED gathers an initial configuration {(p1, t1), (p2, t2), . . . , (pn, tn)}
if |ti − tj | ≥ dist(pi, pj)− , for some pair i 6= j of agents.
Proof: By Lemma 3.3, every agent eventually learns the initial positions of all other agents, if the
condition “|ti − tj | ≥ dist(pi, pj) − , for some pair i 6= j of agents” is satisfied. Then every agent
goes to the same initial position q of the largest agent and stops. This implies gathering of the
initial configuration {(p1, t1), (p2, t2), . . . , (pn, tn)}. 
Now Theorem 3.1 is a direct consequence of Lemmas 3.1 and 3.4.
4 Universal gathering
Having characterized all gatherable initial configurations, we now study our second main problem:
Does there exist a universal deterministic algorithm gathering all of them? It turns out that the
answer to this question is negative. We solve this problem by classifying all gatherable initial
configurations into the following two categories. Bad configurations are those gatherable initial
configurations {(p1, t1), (p2, t2), . . . , (pn, tn)} for which |ti − tj | ≤ dist(pi, pj)− , for all pairs i 6= j
of agents. Good configurations are all other gatherable initial configurations, i.e., those initial
configurations {(p1, t1), (p2, t2), . . . , (pn, tn)} for which |ti− tj | > dist(pi, pj)− , for some pair i 6= j
of agents. We will show that there is no universal deterministic gathering algorithm for the class
of all bad configurations of a given size, but there is such a universal algorithm for the class of all
good gatherable configurations of a given size.
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The following proposition implies that there is no universal algorithm gathering all bad gather-
able configurations of a given size. It even shows a stronger result, that achieving approach is
impossible for this class of configurations.
Proposition 4.1 There does not exist a deterministic algorithm that guarantees an approach for
all bad gatherable configurations of size 2.
Proof: Consider the problem of approach for two agents, where  = 1/2. In order to get a con-
tradiction, consider an algorithm A that guarantees approach for all bad gatherable configuration
of two agents, for this . Consider the set Z of initial configurations {(p1, t1), (p2, t2)} such that
dist(p1, p2) = 1 and |t1− t2| = 1/2. By Theorem 3.1, each configuration in the set Z is gatherable,
and by definition each of them is bad. Hence algorithm A should gather all initial configurations
from the set Z. Fix a point x in the plane and, without loss of generality, suppose that the earlier
agent is that starting at point x. All initial configurations {(x, 0), (p, 1/2)}, for all points p at dis-
tance 1 from x, are in Z. For any point p at distance 1 from x, let S(p) be the segment xp′, where
p′ is the middle of the segment xp. Suppose that, for the configuration {(x, 0), (p, 1/2)}, the first
approach accomplished by algorithm A is at time t(p) (all times are counted from time 0). Hence,
the segment between the position of the earlier agent at time t(p) − 1/2 and the position of the
later agent at time t(p) is a shift of the segment S(p). In order to accomplish gathering, the earlier
agent must traverse this segment during the time interval [t(p) − 1/2, t(p)]. Hence the polygonal
line P resulting from the application of algorithm A at point x must contain as segments shifts of
all segments S(p), where p is at distance 1 from x. Any pair of such segments can intersect at most
in one point. Suppose that these shifts in the polygonal line P are in order I1, I2, . . . , corresponding
to segments S(p1), S(p2), . . . . Since the set of points at distance 1 from x is uncountable, there
exists a point p at distance 1 from x that is different from all points pi, i = 1, 2, . . . . Hence the
polygonal line P does not contain a shift of the segment S(p), which is a contradiction. 
In contrast to the class of bad gatherable configurations, we will show that all good gatherable
configurations of a given size n can be gathered by a universal algorithm GATHER(n) whose
initial knowledge is only the integer n. Our algorithm will use the procedure Star whose high-level
idea is the following. In consecutive phases x = 1, 2, . . . , the agent gets at distance at most 1x from
every point of the circle of radius x centered at the starting position of the agent. Each phase x is
executed in k stages. Each stage corresponds to a ray of length x from the starting position of the
agent. The number k of stages in a phase x is k = d2piα e, where α is the angle between two rays of
length x whose endpoints are at distance 1x . The angle α is computed as follows:
sin(α/2) =
1
2x2
(1)
α = 2 · arcsin
(
1
2x2
)
(2)
In the first stage of phase x, the agent goes North at distance x from its starting position, then
comes back and waits time x at its starting position. Next, in each subsequent stage i = 2, 3, . . . , k,
the agent chooses a ray at angle (i− 1) · α clockwise from North and goes at distance x along this
ray, then comes back and waits time x at its starting position. Algorithm 1 gives a pseudocode of
procedure Star. The procedure Star is interrupted as soon as a GA occurs.
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Algorithm 1: Procedure Star
1 begin
2 x := 1
3 Repeat forever
4 begin
5 α := 2 arcsin( 1
2x2
)
6 k := d2piα e
7 for i = 1 to k do
8 Choose the half-line H at angle αi = (i− 1) · α clockwise from North
9 Go along H at distance x
10 Go back at distance x
11 Wait for time x
12 end
13 end
14 x := x+ 1
15 end
Now, we describe algorithm GATHER(n) that solves the problem of gathering for any good
gatherable initial configuration {(p1, t1), (p2, t2), . . . , (pn, tn)}.
Algorithm GATHER(n)
In order to convey the high-level idea of the algorithm, we consider four states in which an agent
can be: cruiser, explorer, token and shadow. An agent in each of these states has a particular
goal to accomplish and Figure 1 gives a diagram of transitions between the states.
An agent A wakes up in state cruiser and starts executing procedure Star. The main goal
in this state is to achieve a GA after which agent A transits to one of the other states. Agents in
states token and shadow freeze and wait for the order to go to the final gathering position. Every
explorer is associated with a set of tokens. It continues procedure Star and becomes a shadow
when finding a token larger than any of its own tokens. Ultimately, only one explorer remains:
it is the one whose token is the largest of all tokens. Every explorer counts the encountered agents
in states token or shadow. When the last explorer realizes that it has seen n − 1 other agents
(in states token or shadow) then it gives orders to all agents to go to the final gathering position
and goes there itself. The reason for discerning tokens from shadows (which perform exactly the
same actions) is to avoid freezing all explorers. Since explorers become shadows by comparing
encountered tokens to their own tokens, we can guarantee that exactly one explorer will remain
to the end and give the final gathering order.
We now describe in detail the actions of an agent A in each of the four states cruiser, explorer,
token and shadow.
State cruiser
Agent A wakes up in this state and starts executing Procedure Star until it participates in a
GA. There are three cases.
Case 1. The GA involves no agents in states token or cruiser apart from A.
In this case agent A simply ignores the GA.
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Cruiser
Token
Explorer
Shadow
Figure 1: State diagram of Algorithm GATHER(n).
Case 2. The GA involves other agents in state cruiser but no agents in state token.
After gossiping in the graph induced by the GA, the largest agent B in state cruiser changes
its state to explorer (and continues the execution of Star). All other agents in state cruiser
participating in the GA interrupt the execution of Procedure Star and transit to state token.
Case 3. The GA involves at least one agent in state token.
Agent A interrupts the execution of Procedure Star and transits to state shadow.
State explorer
Agent A transited to this state after a GA in which some agents in state cruiser transited to
state token. It considers all these agents as its tokens. Agent A keeps track of all initial positions
of encountered agents in states token and shadow. Agent A continues the execution of Procedure
Star until a GA satisfying one of the two following conditions:
1. The total count of all agents in states token or shadow seen to date is n− 1
2. The total count of all agents in states token or shadow seen to date is less than n − 1 and
one of the agents in state token in the current GA is larger than all tokens of A
In the first case agent A repeats the last executed phase of procedure Star and at each GA
orders all participating agents to go to the initial position of the largest of all n agents and stop.
Then it goes to the initial position of the largest of all n agents and stops.
In the second case, agent A transits to state shadow.
State token
Agent A stays at the position in which it transited to this state until receiving an order. Then
it executes the order.
State shadow
Agent A stays at the position in which it transited to this state until receiving an order. Then
it executes the order.
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The proof of correctness of Algorithm GATHER(n) is split into several lemmas. In all of them,
we consider a good gatherable initial configuration {(p1, t1), (p2, t2), . . . , (pn, tn)}.
Lemma 4.1 At some time of the execution of Algorithm GATHER(n), at least one agent transits
to state token.
Proof: Since the configuration {(p1, t1), (p2, t2), . . . , (pn, tn)} is good, there is a pair of agents i, j,
such that |ti − tj | > dist(pi, pj) − . Fix such a pair and assume, without loss of generality, that
tj > ti. Denote δ = tj − ti and d = dist(pi, pj). Denote by β the clockwise angle between the
direction North and the line pipj . Let z = δ − (d− ). Hence z > 0. Let x = max(dδe, d1/ze). Let
α = 2 · arcsin ( 1
2x2
)
be the angle between two rays of length x in phase x of Procedure Star, whose
endpoints are at distance 1/x. We will prove the following claim.
Claim. At some time during the execution of Procedure Star by agent j, some GA will happen
(and hence some agent will transit to state token).
In order to prove the claim, recall that each stage of phase x in procedure Star takes time 3x.
Let s =
⌈
β
α
⌉
+ 1. Let E1 be the execution of the (s − 1)th stage of phase x of Procedure Star
during the execution of Algorithm GATHER(n) by agent i, and let E2 be the execution of the
(s− 1)th stage of phase x of Procedure Star during the execution of Algorithm GATHER(n) by
agent j. The execution E1 starts δ time ahead of the execution E2.
In the rest of the proof we assume that no GA happens by the end of the execution E2; otherwise
the claim is proved. Let t be the time when agent j ends the execution E2. Hence, agent j waits
at its initial position pj during the time interval [t− x, t]. Agent i ends execution E1 at time t− δ,
and starts the sth stage of phase x moving along the half-line L starting at its initial position pi.
It reaches the point q at distance d from pi on L at time t
′ = t− δ + d = t+ − z, cf. Figure 2.
In phase x of Procedure Star, the parameter α is chosen so that the distance between any two
points, each located at distance d′ ≤ x from pi on rays with angle α between them is always at
most z. Now, we show that an approach between agents i and j will happen by the time t′. We
consider the following two cases.
Case 1.  ≥ z.
Since agent j waits at point pj until time t, at time t
′ = t +  − z, agent j is at some point r
at distance at most  − z from point pj . Since dist(pj , q) ≤ z, and dist(r, pj) ≤  − z, we have
dist(q, r) ≤ . This implies an approach between agents i and j by the time t′.
Case 2.  < z.
We consider two subcases and show that, in both of them, agent i reaches point q at the time when
agent j waits at its initial position pj .
1. If z ≥ 1 then x = max(dδe, 1). There are two possibilities. If dδe ≥ 1 then x = dδe. This
implies t− x < t− x+ d ≤ t− δ + d = t+ − z. Since  < z, we have t+ − z < t. Hence,
agent i reaches point q at the time when agent j waits at its initial position. If dδe < 1 then
x = 1. This implies t− x = t− 1 ≤ t− δ < t− δ+ d = t+ − z < t. In this case also, agent i
reaches point q at the time when agent j waits at its initial position.
2. If z < 1 then x ≥ 1. This implies t − x ≤ t − 1 < t − z < t +  − z < t. So, agent i reaches
point q at the time when agent j waits at its initial position.
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Figure 2: Positions of agents i and j at time t− δ + d.
Thus, agents i and j approach at the latest at time t′. This proves the claim and completes the
proof of the lemma. 
Lemma 4.2 At some time of the execution of Algorithm GATHER(n), no agent is in state
cruiser.
Proof: By Lemma 4.1, at some time of the execution of Algorithm GATHER(n), there will be at
least one agent A in state token. Let u be the position of this agent at the time when it transits to
state token. Any agent in state cruiser transits to other states when it gets involved in a GA with
agents in state cruiser or token. Consider an agent B in state cruiser. Let y = max(dfe, d1/e)
where f is the distance between the initial position of the cruiser B and point u.
It is guaranteed that agent B will participate in at least one GA involving a cruiser or a token,
at the latest during the execution of phase y of Procedure Star by it. This is because, at the latest
during the execution of this phase, agent B approaches A. Hence by the end of the execution of
this phase, B transits to some other state. This proves the lemma 
Lemma 4.3 At some time of the execution of Algorithm GATHER(n), there is exactly one agent
in state explorer.
Proof: By Lemma 4.2, at some time t of the execution of Algorithm GATHER(n), all agents are
in one of the three states: explorer, token or shadow, and no agent will transit to state token
anymore. Let X be the largest agent in state token at time t, and let w be its position. Let D be
the maximum distance between point w and the position of any agent at time t.
An agent A in state explorer executes Procedure Star until it participates in a GA. Agent A
transits to state shadow if the total count of all agents in states token or shadow seen to date by
agent A is less than n − 1 and one of the agents in state token in the current GA is larger than
all tokens of A. So, it is guaranteed that each agent in state explorer, except the one associated
with the token X, will participate in at least one GA with some token and transit to state shadow,
at the latest in phase max(dDe, d1/e) of the Procedure Star during the execution of Algorithm
GATHER(n). On the other hand, the explorer associated with the token X will never change
its state. This concludes the proof. 
Lemma 4.4 At some time of the execution of Algorithm GATHER(n), gathering is accomplished.
Proof: By Lemma 4.3, at some time t′ of the execution of Algorithm GATHER(n), there is
exactly one agent in state explorer. Call this agent A. Let D′ be the maximum distance between
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agent A and any other agent at time t′. Agent A will participate in GA’s with each of the other
(n− 1) agents at the latest in phase max(dD′e, d1/e) of the Procedure Star during the execution
of Algorithm GATHER(n) by A. At the latest during this phase, the total count of all agents in
states token or shadow seen to date by agent A is n− 1. Then, agent A repeats the last executed
phase of Procedure Star and at each GA orders all participating agents to go to the initial position
g of the largest of all n agents and stop. It subsequently goes to g itself and stops. When all agents
get to g and stop, gathering is accomplished. 
Lemma 4.4 implies the following theorem.
Theorem 4.1 Algorithm GATHER(n) gathers all good gatherable initial configurations of size n.
5 Discussion of assumptions
In this section we discuss the necessity of two important assumptions under which our gathering
algorithm works. The first of them is the knowledge of the exact number of participating agents.
Can this assumption be removed? We will show that the exact knowledge of the number of agents
is not necessary, but some partial knowledge about this number is needed. We will prove a neces-
sary and sufficient condition on the knowledge that agents must have in order to gather all good
gatherable initial configurations.
In order to formulate this condition, we formalize the initial knowledge of the agents as an
assumption set, which is a set A = {a1, a2, . . . , ak, . . . } of integers, such that 1 < a1 < a2 <
· · · < ak < . . . . The set A may be finite or infinite. An assumption set is given to the agents
in advance, and it conveys the following information: the size of the team of agents belongs to
the set A. Thus the knowledge of the exact number of the agents that we used in the design of
algorithm GATHER(n) is a special case when the assumption set is a singleton. We will say that
a deterministic algorithm A working with the assumption set A solves the gathering problem, if it
gathers all good gatherable configurations of n agents, for any n ∈ A.
An assumption set A is dependent if there exists an integer ak ∈ A, a positive integer r and
positive integers ci1 , ci2 , . . . , cir , for some i1 < i2 < · · · < ir < k, such that ak = ci1ai1 + ci2ai2 +
· · · + cirair , i.e, if some element of A is a positive linear combination of some smaller elements of
it. An assumption set A is independent if it is not dependent. There exist independent assumption
sets of arbitrary large finite size, for example the set {x, x+ 1, . . . , 2x− 1} for any x > 1, but every
infinite set is dependent by Schur’s theorem. Every singleton set is independent and, e.g., the sets
{2, 4} and {2, 3, 7} are dependent. We will prove the following theorem.
Theorem 5.1 There exists an algorithm solving the gathering problem with the assumption set A
if and only if the set A is independent.
The larger is the assumption set, the less precise is the knowledge about the number of agents,
available to them. Of particular interest are assumption sets {2, 3, . . . , x} which formalize the
assumption of a bound x on the size of the team, given to the agents. These sets are independent
only for x = 2 and x = 3. Apart from these cases, knowing a bound on the number of agents turns
out to be insufficient information to solve the gathering algorithm.
In order to prove Theorem 5.1, we first prove the following lemma.
Lemma 5.1 If an assumption set A is dependent, then there is no algorithm working with A that
solves the gathering problem.
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Proof: Let A = {a1, a2, . . . , ak, . . . } be a dependent set, such that ak = ci1ai1 +ci2ai2 + · · ·+cirair ,
for some positive integers ci1 , ci2 , . . . , cir . Suppose that there exists an algorithm A that solves
the gathering problem working with the assumption set A. For any j ≤ r, let Iij be a good
gatherable initial configuration of size aij . Since aij belongs to A, algorithm A gathers it. Consider
the execution of algorithm A on the initial configuration Iij . In this execution, the trajectories
of all agents of Iij are within some disc Rij . Define a shift of an initial configuration I to be a
configuration in which all points of configuration I are translated by the same vector, and all starting
times corresponding to the translated points are left unchanged. Thus, if an algorithm gathers an
initial configuration, it also gathers any of its shifts. Now consider an initial configuration C of size
ak constructed in the following way. For any j ≤ r, take cij shifts of configuration Iij , such that
the respective discs containing trajectories of shifted configurations are at distance 2 from each
other, for different shifts of any configuration Iij , and for any shifts of any pair of configurations Iij
and Iij′ , for j 6= j′. By definition, the initial configuration C is good and its size belongs to A, so
algorithm A should gather it. However, for any subconfiguration C ′ of C corresponding to any of
the above described shifts, the execution of algorithm A on C restriced to C ′ must be identical to
the execution of A on C ′ because agents in this subconfiguration do not approach any agent outside
it during the execution of algorithm A on configuration C. Hence, for all these subconfigurations,
agents in each of them will gather at one point and stop. Since, by definition of ak, there are at
least two such subconfigurations in configuration C, there will be ci1 + ci2 + · · ·+ cir ≥ 2 gathering
points after reaching which by respective subsets of agents, no agent will ever move again. This
contradicts the requirement that algorithm A should gather the initial configuration C. 
In order to prove the inverse implication of Theorem 5.1, we indicate a gathering algorithm
working with any independent assumption set. Let A = {a1, a2, . . . , ak}, where 1 < a1 < a2 <
· · · < ak, be an independent assumption set. The algorithm GATHER(A) working with this
assumption set is a small modification of algorithm GATHER(n) designed in the previous section.
The modification is at the very end of GATHER(n), when the last remaining explorer realizes
that there are n− 1 agents in states token and shadow, orders them to go to the gathering point
and stop, and does the same itself. The modification is as follows.
The agents start by executing algorithm GATHER(a1) (i.e., they “assume” that the total
number of agents is a1). Every agent in state explorer works with a current assumption which is
an integer a ∈ A. The first assumption is a1. When an explorer realizes that the total number of
agents is larger than its current assumption a, it changes the assumption to the smallest number
a′ > a in A and continues algorithm GATHER with this assumption, i.e., switches from executing
GATHER(a) to executing GATHER(a′). If this happens after a temporary gathering of a subset
of agents, an explorer taking part in this temporary gathering continues executing procedure Star
from the next phase after it interrupted it. As opposed to algorithm GATHER(n), tokens and
shadows may get several consecutive orders, corresponding to consecutive assumptions, which they
execute one by one. At the end of the modified algorithm GATHER(A) all agents are grouped
in one or more points and no agent moves anymore. The size of each group corresponds to some
assumption, i.e., it is an integer from A, and the total number of agents is also an integer from A.
Since the set A is independent, there must be a single group gathered at one point, which implies
that the gathering is accomplished. Thus we have the following proposition.
Proposition 5.1 For any independent assumption set A, algorithm GATHER(A) gathers all good
gatherable initial configurations of size belonging to A.
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Theorem 5.1 is a direct consequence of Lemma 5.1 and Proposition 5.1.
There is a subtle difference between the capabilities of a gathering algorithm working with
assumption set A when A is a singleton and when A is an independent set of size larger than
1. Since in the first case all agents know the size n of the team, after gathering they learn that
gathering is accomplished, i.e., not only do they stop forever, but they can declare that the task
is finished. This is sometimes called gathering with detection. This is, however, impossible if the
assumption set has more than 1 element. Suppose that the assumption set is {2, 3} but that the
real number of agents is 2. Then the two agents will eventually gather and stop forever, but they
can never declare that the gathering is accomplished because the real number of agents could be 3
and the third agent starting from a very distant position could be on its way trying to find another
agent. This is actually what would happen for algorithm GATHER({2, 3}), for a good gatherable
configuration of 3 agents two of which are close to each other, one is very distant and the waking
times are pretty close: two agents would gather soon and temporarily stop, while the distant agent
would eventually join them. Hence gathering with detection of all good gatherable configurations
with assumption set A is possible if A is a singleton but it is (in general) impossible otherwise.
The second assumption that we used in the design of our gathering algorithm was the capability
of the agents to see each other and communicate upon approach, i.e., when they get at distance
at most , where  is some positive constant. Is this assumption necessary? In other words, does
there exist an algorithm gathering all good gatherable initial configurations of known size in the
model in which, before gathering, agents do not see each other and cannot interact? Such agents
will be called non-communicating. For non-communicating agents, a good gatherable configuration
is defined by the condition “there is a pair of agents i, j, such that |ti − tj | > dist(pi, pj)” because
the communicating radius  is 0 in this case.
The following result shows that such an algorithm for non-communicating agents does not exist
(even for two agents), i.e., our assumption could not be removed.
Proposition 5.2 There does not exist a deterministic algorithm for non-communicating agents
that gathers all good gatherable configurations of size 2.
Proof: Suppose that such an algorithm A does exist. Let x be a fixed point in the plane, and
fix the system of coordinates with origin at x. Let Q = {p : 0 < dist(x, p) ≤ 1} and consider all
initial configurations {(x, 0), (p, 2)}, for p ∈ Q. All these configurations are good, hence algorithm
A should gather all of them. Let φ be the trajectory resulting from the execution of algorithm A
starting at point x, i.e., the polygonal line such that an agent executing A and starting at x is at
point φ(t) at time t. (For non-communicating agents, a gathering algorithm has no ”if” statements,
thus it simply produces a polygonal line, following which the agents should meet at some point).
For any point p ∈ Q and for the initial configuration {(x, 0), (p, 2)}, the agent starting at p starts at
time 2. Let ψp be the trajectory of this agent. Hence, for any t ≥ 2, we have ψp(t) = p+ φ(t− 2),
as the trajectory ψp is a shift of trajectory φ be the vector p. If the agent starting at x at time
0 and the agent starting at p at time 2 meet at some time t ≥ 2, we have φ(t) = ψp(t), i.e.,
p = φ(t)−φ(t− 2). Let Φ be defined by the formula Φ(t) = φ(t)−φ(t− 2), for t ≥ 2. The function
Φ describes a polygonal line. Since, for any p ∈ Q, the agent starting at x at time 0 and the agent
starting at p at time 2 must meet at some time t ≥ 2, the polygonal line Φ must cover the entire
disc Q, i.e., for every p ∈ Q, there must exist a time t ≥ 2, such that Φ(t) = p. However, this
is impossible because every polygonal line has two-dimensional Lebesgue measure 0 (as a union of
countably many segments) and the disc Q has two-dimensional Lebesgue measure pi. 
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6 Conclusion
We characterized all initial configurations of anonymous agents in the plane that can be gathered
by a dedicated algorithm, and we answered the question if a universal algorithm can gather all such
configurations of a given size. The answer is no, and we showed for which sets of gatherable config-
urations such a common gathering algorithm exists: we classified all gatherable configurations into
two categories of bad and of good gatherable configurations, and we showed that while all bad ones
cannot be gathered by a common algorithm, all good ones can. Then we showed that the knowledge
of the exact number of agents is not necessary to gather all good gatherable configurations. We
proved a necessary and sufficient condition on the knowledge that an algorithm needs, in order to
be able to gather all good gatherable configurations.
We also showed that if agents cannot interact at all before gathering, then gathering by a com-
mon algorithm cannot be accomplished for all good gatherable configurations, even for two agents.
However, the following question remains open. In our model we assume that, upon approach,
agents see each other and can communicate exchanging all information known to date. Is this
communication ability necessary? Do our results hold in a weaker model where agents at distance
at most  can see each other but cannot talk? Clearly, for teams of two agents this does not change
the ability of gathering (when two agents see each other, there is nothing to talk about: the agent
whose current position is larger stops, and the other agent joins it) but we do not know what is
the answer for arbitrary teams of agents.
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